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  By the time George Eliot   died   on December 22, 1880, she was celebrated 
as the greatest contemporary English novelist. But her work fell into the 
disrepute that attended almost all things Victorian in the early twentieth 
century. The two great writers of the time were, in most respects, polar 
opposites:   Charles Dickens the great popular entertainer; George Eliot the 
voice of a higher culture, learned, self- refl exive, tormented by her own aes-
thetic and moral aspirations. It was, ironically, her deep seriousness that 
turned most   modernist   writers –  many of them, clearly, her direct literary 
descendants –  away from her. Dickens survived their condescension because 
his popularity never fl agged, his comic and melodramatic energy triumphing 
over the “luminous brooding” that Henry   James   identifi ed as George Eliot’s 
dominant literary mode. Half refusing Dickens’s kind of spectacular popu-
larity,   hoping that it might be achieved without compromising her strenuous 
moral and aesthetic standards, she became for almost half a century some-
thing of a monument to an era whose name, Victorian, had become almost 
synonymous with prudishness and humorless solemnity. 

 Distance of time and enormous social changes made it possible for readers 
in the last half of the twentieth century to rediscover the marvels of George 
Eliot’s fi ction and grow out of the Oedipal inevitability of   modernism’s   
rejection. Since the end of the Second World War, critics and readers have 
been discovering that her modern   reputation   belies the formal brilliance, 
the comic virtuosity, and the intellectual depth of her fi ction. The respect-
ability she herself sought and for which posterity had seemed to condemn 
her was an aspiration rather than a fact. The case may now reasonably be 
made, despite the massive energy and genius of   Dickens  , that George Eliot 
was indeed the greatest of Victorian novelists. It is less controversial that 
   Middlemarch    is the greatest of Victorian novels. We now recognize that her 
art not only infl uenced the   modernist   experiments of writers like Henry 
  James   but it anticipated the epistemological   skepticism   of   postmodernism  . 
If George Eliot the woman was susceptible to the conventions and comforts 
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of respectability, George Eliot the writer built her art from a refusal of such 
conventions, resisting the moral complacency and didacticism of which she 
has often been accused. 

 Eliot fi ts neither conventionally defi ned aesthetic nor political positions. 
She created her art out of a cluster of rebellions, particularly against 
reigning social, moral, and aesthetic conventions, yet she considered herself 
a “conservative- reformer.” In England she was the single most important 
fi gure in transforming the   novel   from a predominantly popular form into 
the highest form of art –  in the tradition that   James   was to develop. She 
was a romantic organicist, opposed to revolution, disturbed at any sudden 
tear in the social fabric, and she dramatized the dangers of political vio-
lence often –  in    Romola   ,    Felix Holt ,   and    Middlemarch   , in particular. The 
foundation for this position was sharply articulated in her essay on the 
anthropologist Wilhelm Heinrich von   Riehl  : “What has grown up histor-
ically can only die out historically, by the gradual operation of necessary 
laws” (Pinney, p. 287). But she also saw clearly enough to understand and 
represent with great force temptations to violence.     Again, modern feminism 
has had its diffi culties with her. She never represented   women   successful 
outside the household, who resisted the conventions of their culture, but she 
brilliantly and sympathetically traced their defeats in a world that severely 
undervalued their powers.     (On these questions, see the chapters in this 
volume by Kate Flint and Alexander Welsh.)   Although from her fi rst stories 
she wrote about the Church and clergy with a compassionate knowing-
ness, she built a strong case against Christianity;   and while she constantly 
celebrated the value of childhood   experience  , traditional   community  , and 
traditional   family   structures, she almost bitterly portrayed failures of com-
munity and family. Against the judgments of a complacent society, she wrote 
of the unnoticed heroism of those it defeated. 

 She could not be buried in   Westminster Abbey   in the “Poet’s Corner” 
where the great English writers had frequently found their hallowed place, 
although, as the famous scientifi c naturalist John   Tyndall   claimed, she was 
a “woman whose achievements were without parallel in the previous his-
tory of womankind.”  1   But she had lived out of wedlock with a married man, 
George Henry   Lewes  ; she had, as the young Mary Ann Evans, renounced 
  Christianity  . Before writing novels, she   translated   two books central to the 
rejection of Christianity by the intellectual avant garde: David Friedrich 
  Strauss’s        Life of Jesus ,     the key book in the Higher Criticism of the Bible, 
which in its quest for the historical Jesus naturalized Christianity; and 
Ludwig   Feuerbach’s        Essence of Christianity ,     which argued that Christianity 
projects entirely human ideals on a falsely imagined supernatural God. 
(For a discussion of these ideas see the chapters by Suzy Anger and Barry 
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Qualls.) Even after an enormously successful career in which she fought to 
regain the respectability that scandal had cost her, Eliot earned no space 
in   Westminster Abbey  .   T. H.  Huxley, a friend of Lewes and Eliot, and 
renowned as a soldier in the wars against the clergy, justifi ed the rejec-
tion. “One cannot,” he wrote, “eat one’s cake and have it too. Those who 
elect to be free in thought and deed must not hanker after the rewards, if 
they are to be so called, which the world offers to those who put up with 
its fetters.”    2   The degree of Eliot’s sins against society can be measured by 
the fact that Huxley warmly supported   Darwin’s interment in the   abbey  , 
although Darwin’s name even now remains anathema to fundamentalist 
Christianity. “But,” write Darwin’s biographers, “Darwin had not lived 
openly in sin as Eliot had.”    3   It seems as though, in the end, Eliot was the 
greater sinner. 

 Although it is worth remembering that what we value now was con-
tentious then, we care about Eliot now because of her   novels. It helps in 
our appreciation of them to keep in mind that she took great risks. Her 
legacy would be badly distorted if we were to look at the novels as frozen 
“classics,” rather than as works created by an imagination deeply informed 
by the nitty-gritty of social engagement, of contemporary controversy, of 
anything but a pure life. The way the scandals and personal crises were 
transformed in the novels has left its mark on the history of English fi ction 
and on many generations of readers.   It is worth noting that Marian Evans 
(the exact shape of whose constantly changing   name   is traced in Rosemarie 
Bodenheimer’s chapter in this volume) only began writing the fi ction that 
made her famous as George Eliot in 1856, when she was already thirty- 
seven years old. She wrote in the midst of the scandal of living openly with a 
married man. Although she was by then well established among the London 
  intellectual   avant  garde,   her elopement with Lewes had cast her out of 
respectable society. It was Lewes, nevertheless, who gave her the encourage-
ment and the time to turn to the writing of fi ction.   

 She had long prepared herself for the move.     Her dazzling and ironic essay, 
“Silly Novels by Lady Novelists” (1856), in which, in effect, she separated 
Marian Evans from run- of- the- mill “lady novelists,” laid the ground for the 
kind of novel she was to write and might serve as a useful introduction to 
her fi ction. A “really cultured woman,” she argues, is distinguished from 
those run- of- the- mill lady novelists, by being

  all the simpler and the less obtrusive for her knowledge; [true culture] has 
made her see herself and her opinions in something like just proportions; she 
does not make it a pedestal from which she fl atters herself that she commands 
a complete view of men and things, but makes it a point of observation from 
which to form a right estimate of herself. She neither spouts poetry nor quotes 
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Cicero on slight provocation; not because she thinks that a sacrifi ce must 
be made to the prejudices of men, but because that mode of exhibiting her 
memory and Latinity does not present itself to her as edifying or graceful. She 
does not write books to confound philosophers, perhaps because she is able 
to write books that delight them. In conversation she is the least formidable 
of women, because she understands you, without wanting to make you aware 
that you  can’t  understand her.

  (Pinney, p. 316)  

  Written just as Marian Evans was making her fi rst attempts at fi ction 
writing, the essay is almost a clearing of the grounds for the George Eliot 
who was to write the novels we now remember.   

 She invented the name (a good “mouth fi lling name,” she explained) in 
order to protect her anonymity when she published    Scenes of Clerical Life    in 
1857. The essay on silly novelists revealed a strong sensitivity to the kind of 
condescension frequently shown to women novelists, a condescension that 
assumed their natural inferiority. “By a peculiar thermometric adjustment,” 
Marian Evans wrote, “when a woman’s talent is at zero, journalistic appro-
bation is at the boiling pitch; when she attains mediocrity, it is already at no 
more than summer heat; and if ever she reaches excellence, critical enthusiasm 
drops to the freezing point”   (Pinney, p. 322). Marian Evans was not going to 
be condescended to. The essay snaps with irony and anger, qualities that Eliot 
could repress but could not and did not eliminate from her great fi ctions. 

 But, of course, there were other reasons for the pseudonym. Her scan-
dalous life and her avant  garde writings would probably have seriously 
damaged the reception of her fi rst novels. So George Eliot was born out 
of a mixture of motives, as a defense of her respectability, out of a desire 
to become a popular success, out of her refusal to be “a silly novelist,” and 
as an ideal to which Marian Evans aspired and which, one might say, she 
almost became.   Although it is hard not to think of Eliot as the sage and 
enormously respectable woman, sympathetically presiding over solemn 
Sunday afternoons to which distinguished visitors and young idolaters were 
regularly invited, the Eliot who wrote the novels we are still reading was 
an amalgam (and attempted purifi cation) of the multiple facets of a deeply 
intelligent and troubled woman.   She was at one and the same time the avant- 
garde intellectual; the learned, ironic, witty, and sometimes caustic reviewer; 
the translator of heavy but intellectually radical German philosophy and 
history; the young provincial woman who had nursed her father through 
a long illness and revered the Midlands countryside; the sophisticate who 
risked scandal and suffered the consequences of her desire; and an enor-
mously learned aspirant toward an ideal of intellectual and moral excellence 
that threatened throughout her career to cripple her emotionally.   
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 The degree to which this remarkable amalgam, summed up in the name 
“George Eliot,” had prepared herself for her vocation as novelist is evident 
in several essays she wrote during the years she was closely associated with 
the    Westminster Review   . The ironies of “  Silly Novels by Lady Novelists”   
are no mere occasion for easy hits but part of Eliot’s determination to make 
art “true.” These essays are sometimes polemical (see Fionnuala Dillane’s 
chapter in this volume for discussion of the variety of stances she adapted 
in her journalism). She can be severe in her attacks on falsifi cation, distor-
tion, sentimentality, and pomposity. But like her novels, they are directed 
at problems that plagued her own life, turning private   experience   into a 
way to insist on higher standards, both of morality and of intellect. Her 
stunning attack on the Evangelical preacher   John Cumming   exposes the 
heartlessness and stupidity of intellectual pretension, the inadequacy of doc-
trine in relation to the particularities of human life and feeling –  a theme 
that recurs through virtually all of her novels. She has no patience with 
this man of “moderate intellect,” with “a moral standard not higher than 
the average,” who condemns in righteous anger sinners who fail to adhere 
to the letter of doctrine: “he insists on good works and signs of justifying 
faith, as labours to be achieved to the glory of God, but he rarely represents 
them as the spontaneous, necessary product of a soul fi lled with Divine 
love” (Pinney, p. 162). This critique of Cumming is paralleled and dramat-
ically developed in the rejection of Maggie Tulliver in    The Mill on the Floss    
by the community of St. Oggs, after her reluctant elopement with Stephen 
Guest.   Cumming   was certainly a “man of maxims,” someone whose moral 
judgments were “not checked and enlightened by a perpetual reference to 
the special circumstances that mark the individual lot” ( MF ,  vii  :2:498). 
  The narrator of  Middlemarch  will similarly say, many years later, “There 
is no general doctrine which is not capable of eating out our morality if 
unchecked by the deep- seated habit of direct fellow- feeling with individual 
fellow- men” ( M , 61:506).   George Eliot’s implicit defense of Marian Evans’s 
scandalous behavior is articulated also in the   Riehl   essay: “The more deeply 
we penetrate into the knowledge of society in its details, the more thor-
oughly we shall be convinced that a  universal social policy has no validity 
except on paper ” (Pinney, p. 289). In the novels that follow (as in her life, in 
which she was condemned for her relations with   Lewes  ), Eliot and Marian 
Evans appeal to authenticity of   feeling, to the higher morality “of a love that 
constrains the soul, of sympathy with that yearning over the lost and erring 
which made Jesus weep over Jerusalem.” Morality and dogma without 
mercy and love are neither morality nor religion. Focusing on the tension 
between private   experience and social constraint, these essays suggest how 
Eliot defi ned her work against the distortions that pass for truth and justice. 
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 The tension between abstract reason and individual experience   is one of 
the core subjects of both Marian Evans the essayist and George Eliot the 
novelist. She sought always to bring together intellect and feeling.     In the 
days in which she renounced Christianity and thereby offended her father –  
the “Holy War” –  she retreated from the apparently necessary consequences 
of her intellectual rejection: what mattered in the end was what she called 
  “truth of feeling,”   which allowed her to return to church without believing 
in its doctrine, for the sake of her love of her father   (see Bodenheimer’s 
chapter in this volume.) In the essay on   Cumming  , she wrote of the “cooper-
ation of the intellect with the impulses,” a cooperation only available to “the 
highest class of minds” (Pinney, p. 166). “So long,” she would argue, “as a 
belief in propositions is regarded as indispensable to salvation, the pursuit 
of truth  as such  is not possible, any more than it is possible for a man who 
is swimming for his life to make meteorological observations on the storm 
which threatens to overwhelm him” (Pinney, p. 167). 

     The energizing principle of Eliot’s art was realism, a mode that depends 
heavily on reaction against what the writer takes to have been misrepresen-
tation. Thus, even for those “realists” whose politics might have turned out 
to be “conservative,” it is a rebellious mode. It is rarely, and certainly was 
not for Eliot, simply accuracy in representing things as they are, although 
it is always that, too. (Like the modernist writers who followed her, she has 
quite complicated notions about the possibility of such representation.) It 
is also, necessarily, a kind of authenticity, an honest representation of one’s 
own feelings and perceptions; otherwise accuracy of representation would 
be impossible. Thus, she claims, “The fantastic or the boldly imaginative 
poet may be as sincere as the most realistic: he is true to his own sensibil-
ities or inward vision, and in his wildest fl ights he never breaks loose from 
his criterion –  the truth of his own mental state” (Pinney, p. 367). As   Lewes   
put it in a review he wrote two years later, “the antithesis” of realism is not 
“Idealism, but Falsism.” “Art,” he claims, “always aims at the representation 
of Reality,  i.e.  of Truth.”  4   

 The resistant element in Eliot, in her life and her art, is closely linked with 
her chosen literary method. Realism has always been a contentious program. 
Eliot was self- conscious enough about it that in two of her fi rst fi ctions,     “The 
Sad Fortunes of the Reverend Amos Barton” and    Adam Bede   , she paused 
within the narratives to explain and justify that method. Representing the 
world adequately is for Eliot a moral project:  representing and drama-
tizing the value of the ordinary. With her fi rst profoundly inadequate pro-
tagonist, Amos Barton, Eliot pauses to show that she is quite aware of his 
inadequacy:  he was “in no respect an ideal or exceptional character; and 
perhaps I am doing a bold thing to bespeak your sympathy on behalf of a 
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man who was so very far from remarkable” ( SCL , 5:36). The strategy of 
what has been called Eliot’s “moral realism” is Wordsworthian, to evoke 
the romantic side of familiar things. To represent the ordinary honestly is to 
represent what is hidden from those like Cumming or Young –  the richness of 
human   feeling  , the grandeur of what we take for granted. So, she continues in 
“Amos Barton,” “Depend upon it, you would gain unspeakably if you would 
learn with me to see some of the poetry and the pathos, the tragedy and the 
comedy, lying in the experience of a human soul that looks out through dull 
grey eyes, and that speaks in a voice of quite ordinary tones” ( SCL , 5:37).   

 Eliot’s most famous justifi cation of her realism comes in Chapter  17 
of    Adam Bede   . Developing more fully the arguments sketched in “Amos 
Barton,” which she had earlier made in the essay on   Riehl  , she requires that 
the aesthetic and the moral be intertwined:  to treat art lightly, to indulge 
mere triviality, to allow the exaggerations and pretensions of the silly 
novelists or the poet   Young  , was to fail not only aesthetically, but morally. 
And in a review of   Ruskin’s    Modern Painters , Volume  iii  , she wrote: “The 
truth of infi nite value that he teaches is  realism –    the doctrine that all truth 
and beauty are to be attained by a humble and faithful study of nature, and 
not by substituting vague forms, bred by imagination on the mists of feeling, 
in place of defi nite, substantial reality.”      5   

 These attitudes give to some of Eliot’s work that quality of high serious-
ness that modernist artists rejected. But her work can be hilarious, as well. 
Her solemnity was an aspect of a mind that was extraordinarily agile, and 
if she was uneasy with popular entertainment (though she took any lapse 
in her own popularity as evidence of her aesthetic failure), she was equally 
opposed to moralizing didacticism.   Everything depended on getting her art 
aesthetically right. “Art,” she wrote,

  is the nearest thing to life; it is a mode of amplifying experience and extending 
our contact with our fellow men beyond the bounds of our personal lot. All 
the more sacred is the task of the artist when he undertakes to paint the life of 
the People. It is not so very serious that we should have false ideas about evan-
escent fashions –  about the manners and conversation of beaux and duchesses; 
but it  is  serious that our sympathy with the perennial joys and struggles, the 
toil, the tragedy, and the humour in the life of our more heavily- laden fellow- 
men, should be perverted, and turned towards a false object instead of the 
true one. 

 (Pinney, p. 271)  

  It is important, however, not to mistake Eliot’s commitment to the moral 
vocation of art and     realism as implying disregard of formal concerns. Art 
works morally, she would insist, only if it is aesthetically effective. As she 
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was to tell her young friend   Frederic Harrison   many years later, she would 
not, in her novels, “lapse from the picture to the diagram” ( GEL , 4:300).   

 Among the many objections of twentieth- century writers and critics to 
the tradition of literary realism –  putting aside epistemological issues and 
the inevitability of mediation  –  is that realism is just one damned thing 
after another. It is simply a pile of facts.   Virginia Woolf’s famous essay 
“Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown” is perhaps the most delightful as it is 
the most representative dismissal of this realism. Speaking of a detailed 
passage in   Arnold Bennett’s    Hilda Lessways ,   Woolf insists, “One line of 
insight would have done more than all those lines of description.”    6   But 
Eliot’s realism, while it is certainly attentive to the external details of the 
world her characters inhabit, is not like Arnold Bennett’s.   Details rever-
berate with signifi cance and images are as much part of the consciousness 
of the characters as representations of material reality.     The very possibility 
of meaning is one of the questions Eliot’s novels directly encounter:   “if it 
be true that Nature at certain moments seems charged with a presentiment 
of the individual lot, must it not also be true that she seems unmindful, 
unconscious of another?” ( AB , 27:292). Shortly afterward, Adam’s world 
darkens permanently at the moment he is calmly examining a large, double- 
trunked beech tree “at a turning in the road” (27:295). The tree, quite lit-
erally there and precisely represented, is, more importantly, the marker of a 
stage in Adam’s consciousness as he becomes aware that Hetty and Arthur 
Donnithorne are lovers.       Eliot’s realism extends from the external world to 
individual   consciousnesses  ; like   James   and the psychological novelists who 
followed, she threw the action inside. The question of who is perceiving the 
external fact and under what conditions becomes an indispensable aspect 
of her realist project. 

 The intensity and formal complexity of Eliot’s novels must be credited in 
part to her refusal to disentangle representational precision, psychological 
states, formal coherence, and moral signifi cance. Getting it right was no 
simple matter of recording external fact, but was a case of being capable of 
the most complete possible honesty by opening mind and feelings to other-
ness –  precisely what she did not fi nd in the poet   Young  . The point is not 
that she always succeeded, but that for her, realism was a vocation.     The 
narrator of    Adam Bede  tells us that she aspires

  to give no more than a faithful account of men and things as they have mirrored 
themselves in my mind. The mirror is doubtless defective; the outlines will 
sometimes be disturbed; the refl ection faint or confused; but I  feel as much 
bound to tell you, as precisely as I can, what that refl ection is, as if I were in 
the witness- box narrating my experience on oath. 

 (17:175)    
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  The strenuousness of Eliot’s art is due not only to this commitment to tell 
the   truth   (as though in a trial at law) but to the awareness of how very 
hard it is to do so. “Signs,” says the    Middlemarch    narrator, “are small meas-
urable things, but interpretations are illimitable” ( M , 3:21). Her novels 
explore with a subtlety new to English literature the devious ways of the 
mind, the natural, psychological, and social impediments to knowing or 
speaking the   truth.   “So,” proceeds the narrator of  Adam Bede , “I am con-
tent to tell my simple story, without trying to make things seem better than 
they were; dreading nothing, indeed, but falsity, which, in spite of one’s best 
efforts, there is reason to dread. Falsehood is so easy, truth so diffi cult” ( AB , 
17:176).     Eliot was alert to the complications of society, and to the subtle 
diffi culties of the medium,   language itself. A narrative intervention in    The 
Mill on the Floss    suggests something of this alertness: “O Aristotle! If you 
had the advantage of being ‘the freshest modern’ instead of the greatest 
ancient, would you not have mingled your praise of metaphorical speech, 
as a sign of high intelligence, with a lamentation that intelligence so rarely 
shows itself in speech without metaphor, –  that we can so seldom declare 
what a thing is, except by saying it is something else?” ( i i  :1:140). Metaphor 
always threatens to escape the limits of its denotation, and thus the writer 
must be a kind of scholar of language and meaning, scrupulous, meticulous, 
unrelentingly attentive.   

 The   “truth”   Eliot insists on is a hard one: the world is not “mindful” of 
us. The sympathy her art is designed to evoke depends on recognizing our 
mutual implication in ordinariness and limitation. With satirical contempt, 
she mocks the injunction that if “The world is not just what we like; do 
touch it up with a tasteful pencil, and make believe it is not quite such a 
mixed, entangled affair” ( AB , 17:176). She for her part is committed to the 
“faithful representing of commonplace things” ( AB , 17:178). The direction 
of her novels and of     realism     itself is toward acceptance of the ordinary and 
of limitation, so that her novels regularly narrate her protagonists’ education 
in renunciation. Their triumphs come in acceptance of limits through return 
to the ordinariness they had dreamed of transcending. In    Adam Bede   , Arthur 
Donnithorne’s self- indulgently generous fantasies are thwarted by his incap-
acity to restrain   sexual desire; even Adam succeeds only by curing his anger, 
and it is his capacity for self- sacrifi ce that earns the happy ending. More pain-
fully, Maggie Tulliver in    The Mill on the Floss ,   having failed in the extreme 
self- denial she had learned from Thomas à Kempis’s  The Imitation of Christ , 
learns true resignation after her near-elopement with Stephen Guest, and can 
only triumph in the death that follows her attempt to rescue her brother. 

 The contest between individual desire and moral responsibility is a 
recurring theme of all Eliot’s work,   and an almost inevitable corollary 
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of the realist’s program. In     realism    , as the Finale of    Middlemarch    puts it, 
“There is no creature whose inward being is so strong that it is not greatly 
determined by what lies outside it” (p. 682). She had made a similar point 
in    Felix Holt : “there is no private life that has not been determined by 
a wider public life” (3:43).   Formal and theoretical justifi cation for the 
multiplot novel derives from this sense that every individual life is shaped 
by connections with conditions outside it, conditions of which the repre-
sentative realist character is unaware. The novels often pause to remind 
the reader that character and selfhood are partly determined in relation 
to others.    Middlemarch  turns early on the juxtaposition of Dorothea and 
Lydgate, and on Lydgate’s immediate inattention to her: “nothing could 
seem much less important” to him “than the turn of Miss Brooke’s mind.” 
“But,” the narrator interposes, “any one watching keenly the stealthy 
convergence of human lots, sees a slow preparation of effects from one 
life on another, which tells like a calculated irony on the indifference 
or the frozen stare with which we look at our unintroduced neighbour. 
Destiny stands by sarcastic with our  dramatis personae  folded in her 
hand” (11:78).   Such a vision leads almost inevitably to the   multiplot 
novel   (seen usually as “loose and baggy” by modernist writers)  and  to the 
complications of   point- of- view   narration (indispensable to the develop-
ment of modernist narration). 

 But in twentieth- century criticism, this centrally nineteenth- century rec-
ognition of the ways in which every individual can only be understood  in 
relation to  the social complex and the larger movements of history often 
evoked very negative responses.       Feminist criticism, for example, long 
complained that Eliot never created a heroine like Marian Evans, who 
resisted the conventions of society and made a creative and original life 
for herself, living outside of wedlock with moral confi dence.     Such resist-
ance, within Eliot’s vision of ordinariness and determining conditions, must 
almost always be thwarted. Only someone of genuinely heroic stature (one 
would have to infer, only someone as exceptional as Marian Evans herself) 
could have achieved such a life.   

   Thus on feminist grounds and on many others, Eliot’s realist program 
was more than potentially politically conservative. Although she allows her 
protagonists the liberty to follow their desires, they then tend to choose to 
renounce, and thus to restrain, the subversive and powerful pulls to mere 
personal satisfaction. That conservative- reforming impulse in Eliot is often 
read as entirely conservative, and her own political views at least half con-
fi rm this reading. By invitation from her publisher, Eliot wrote a political 
speech for her fi ctional radical,   Felix Holt, as a direct intervention after the 
passage of the     second Reform Bill     in 1867. Characteristically, Felix moves 
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away from direct political action:   “What I am striving to keep in our minds 
is the care, the precaution, with which we should go about making things 
better, so that public order may not be destroyed, so that no fatal shock 
may be given to this society of ours, this living body in which our lives are 
bound up” (Pinney, p. 422). The sense of intricate interdependence, of being 
“bound up” with a past that we can disrupt only by destroying ourselves 
and the living –  organic –  society of which we are a part, restrains Felix, and 
Eliot, from efforts at immediate radical change. This political stance seems 
an aspect of Eliot’s realist program, and the passage itself –  giving Felix a 
role in the nonfi ctional life of political England in 1868   –  suggests why it is 
the fi ction that determines George Eliot’s success as a writer. The fi ction is 
brilliantly open to unfulfi lled possibilities, implies an almost infi nite range 
of interpretation and action, and explores alternatives as it realizes the enor-
mous diffi culty of choosing and acting on the “right” one. 

 Ironically, then, the rebellious impulse that led George Eliot to the spe-
cial qualities of her art, had conservative consequences, and even entailed a 
rejection in her fi ction of the risk- taking career of Marian Evans. The novels 
often revisit the crises of Marian Evans. (Nancy Henry explores the ambi-
guity of Eliot’s political positioning in her chapter in this volume.) Examples 
are everywhere  –  the ostracism and redemption of   Maggie Tulliver  , who 
almost elopes with an engaged man; the alienation of a misunderstood   Silas 
Marner  ; the struggles of   Romola  , undervalued by her father, betrayed by her 
husband; the self- repression and disillusion of Mrs. Transome, who, in    Felix 
Holt   , had thought to derive joy from her child from illicit sexual relation 
with the lawyer Jermyn. The restraints of past obligations, family tradition, 
and   social responsibility   take precedence over ideal aspirations –  in effect 
they  are  the novels’ ideal aspirations. (In this volume Josephine McDonagh 
discusses how the early novels are marked by their retreat to the past, which, 
McDonagh claims, pushed Eliot toward a dead end. In the later novels, as 
Alexander Welsh shows, the pull toward subjection to “blood,” or race, has 
a similar kind of effect even as Eliot struggles to move beyond the limits of 
the restraining past.) Resolution comes with assimilation to a   community  , 
not with the kind of ostracism Marian Evans suffered for many years until, 
with the respectability and prestige of Eliot’s novels behind her, she was 
  accepted socially   and, fi nally, entered a legitimate marriage. 

   The restraints that, in her clear- eyed honesty, Eliot’s realism imposed 
on her were, perhaps, too severe. The later books in particular strongly 
represent the failures of the middle- class society whose values she sought to 
revivify, the very large costs of self- restraint, the unjust limitation imposed 
on remarkable characters: usually, but not exclusively,   women  . Her novels 
are shot through with images of disenchantment and loss that survive for 
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readers beyond the constraining plots in which the characters are tied.   There 
is Mrs. Transome, standing before a mirror, “going close to it and looking 
at her face with hard scrutiny, as if it were unrelated to herself. No elderly 
face can be handsome, looked at in that way; every little detail is startlingly 
prominent and the effect of the whole is lost. She saw the dried- up com-
plexion, and the deep lines of bitter discontent about the mouth” ( FH , 1:21).   
  There is Dorothea in Rome awakening to the awfulness of her marriage to 
Casaubon, and fi nally, there is the desolate, abandoned Gwendolen, “for the 
fi rst time being dislodged from her supremacy in her own world, and getting 
a sense that her horizon was but a dipping onward of an existence with 
which her own was revolving” ( DD , 69:689).   Such moments of disenchant-
ment, as   Barbara Hardy describes them, are a condition of the     realist     pro-
ject. They mark stages in the lives of her protagonists as they are “forced,” as 
Hardy says, “from the centre to the periphery, from the dream of self which 
fi lled the world to a reduced consciousness.”    7   The pain often seems in excess 
of the deserts, even for egoists like Gwendolen and Mrs. Transome, for 
while the focus in Eliot is likely to be on individual limits, she can describe 
with remarkable acuity the cruelties, injustices, and banalities of the world 
that imposes those limits. 

     The tormented escapes and returns of the heroine of  Romola  mark a crisis 
that takes the shape of a representative question: “The question where the 
duty of obedience ends, and the duty of resistance begins, could in no case 
be an easy one” ( R , 55:431).   Learning to value the “commonplace,” to fi nd 
the sacred in the ordinary, to recognize the bonds that tie us to family and 
society, is the central work of Eliot’s realism, yet the novels are marked by 
struggles to avoid idealizing rebellion.    Silas Marner  begins with the expul-
sion of the innocent Silas from the religious community he piously loves, but 
his is the story of reassimilation to a community.   His catalepsy is a fi gure for 
the condition of other more complex and realistic heroines, like Maggie or 
Dorothea, who suffer in innocence at the hands of coarse and unperceptive 
society. The tension between the protagonist’s innocence and idealism, and 
the brute insensitivity of the society that condemns them, creates problems 
with which the novels sometimes struggle indecisively. At the end of    The 
Mill on the Floss ,   the reader is in effect asked to believe in the idyllic nature 
of Maggie’s childhood, which the novel has unfolded at length as a series 
of painful misunderstandings amidst a set of families steeped in primitive 
tribalism. 

    Romola  is the fi rst of Eliot’s novels to face directly, in form and subject, the 
crisis of     realism    . On her fi rst attempt at resistance, Romola is turned back 
by her encounter with Savonarola. Even at the end, Romola can only drift –  
not run –  away, and she can redeem herself by becoming a savior in another 
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community. The novel becomes, as Eliot herself recognized, too “ideal”: it 
confi rms Romola in her rebellion and independence in ways that are largely 
inimical to Eliot’s realist program. Her notorious struggle to write  Romola , 
against the grain of her more natural focus on the English Midlands (she 
interrupted the work in order to write    Silas Marner   ), had much to do with 
the book’s weaknesses as realism, despite Eliot’s extraordinary research 
into the conditions of Renaissance Florence. More important, the book will 
not settle for the restraints that Savonarola imposes. As   Caroline Levine   
points out, by the end Romola “has radically revised conventional relations 
between wife and mistress, having adopted her husband’s lover as her own 
partner. Affi rming a startling independence, the women run the household 
together, free from the demands of men.”  8   While other critics have noticed 
this shift, which partly belies the accusation that Eliot never created an 
independent woman like herself, Romola’s activity is primarily a choice of 
responsibilities. As in her own life, Eliot reassimilates her heroine to her 
accustomed modes of self- repression. While she seems to wrest herself free 
from the obligations that her   moral realism   imposes, she creates (as Marian 
Evans had done) new obligations that are more authentic and valuable than 
the merely legal ones she had been forced to fl ee.  Romola  hovers between 
the   stern   realism of the early novels and the formal and moral shifts of 
   Daniel Deronda   . It is half historical novel, half fable. 

 The tensions in  Romola  suggest one way in which she understood the 
limitations of a naïve representationalism and the repressive implications of 
her narratives.   Famously, too, as the passage from  Adam Bede  quoted above 
makes clear, she knew the diffi culties of representation. The novels are a 
struggle that becomes increasingly part of their form.   Her narrator, particu-
larly in  Middlemarch , makes it impossible to sustain a single unequivocal 
understanding of the real. The multiplotted nature of several of her novels 
enacts in their very form her refusal to allow the dominance of a single 
perspective. “But why always Dorothea?,” in its sudden radical shift of per-
spective from Dorothea to the unlikeable Casaubon, dramatically represents 
Eliot’s recognition that no single perspective can get to the truth.   Realism 
must allow for its incompleteness and disallow the possibility that there can 
be any single interpretation of reality. Her sophisticated gestures toward 
indeterminacy have led some modern critics to see her as anticipating 
  deconstructionist   ideas.  9   Yet realism itself, insofar as it is more than a mere 
naïve ritual of representation, requires self- conscious questioning of its own 
potentialities for falsifi cation. The truest realism, as Eliot develops it in her 
own work, confronts its own limitations. 

 In her continuing explorations of the limits of realism, Eliot was fi nding 
her early realism too limiting.    Middlemarch , the greatest achievement of 
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English realism, is formally and substantively informed by the crisis of 
limits.   Henry James   claimed that “it sets a limit … to the development of 
the old- fashioned English novel.”  10   Its “Finale” anticipates criticism of the 
constraining force of its contextual complications. A telling sentence implies 
the limits that Eliot’s realism allows: “Many who knew her thought it a pity 
that so substantive and rare a creature should have been absorbed into the 
life of another, and be only known in a certain circle as a wife and mother. 
But no one stated exactly what else that was in her power she ought rather 
to have done” (Finale:680). The realism of her representation leads to a 
kind of culmination of the realist vision –  disallowing any action that might 
create large changes but allowing that “the effect of her being on those 
around her was incalculably diffusive” (Finale:682).   

   That, as  Daniel Deronda  makes clear, was, fi nally, not enough for Eliot. This 
last multiplot novel might be understood as a test of realism. In one narrative, 
Gwendolen Harleth undergoes the realist heroine’s fate, and in the other the 
novel breaks into something like a heroic romance, an almost mythic story of 
a quest for a mother and, yet more mythically, the possibility of starting a new 
nation. The two narratives intersect and comment on each other. One might 
read the Jewish half as an attempt to create a plausible alternative to realism. 
Throughout the novel, but particularly in the Gwendolen half, Eliot’s portrait 
of English society is cynical and bleak; it is a society to which accommodation 
would seem mere capitulation. Yet Gwendolen Harleth must in the end make 
the accommodation, move through the restraining patterns, and end in resig-
nation. Certainly, she is no Saint Theresa of the midland fl ats. She learns from 
the other half of the novel, from Daniel himself, the lessons of resignation that 
 he  must unlearn in order to act at all. Daniel begins in self- abnegation, must 
learn who he is, must act against the banal (and racist) assumptions of his 
society. In the end, with whatever qualifi cations, he goes off to help found a 
state that will, in effect, re- establish the spiritual purity of the biblical world. 
Gwendolen, a realist “ordinary” heroine, is left to make what she can of the 
crushing defeat of her egoistic ambitions and the virtual destruction of her 
sense of herself. 

 The phrase “what else that was in her power” is a mark of the realist 
project because realism enmeshes all in a determining mass of conditions, 
and only a true saint or fabulous hero can conquer them. The realist 
program refuses heroism as it refuses unequivocal evil. Finally,  Daniel 
Deronda  explores alternatives, the “what else.”   There Eliot creates her fi rst 
woman character who manages to break from the limits of what is thought 
to be in the power of women –  the grand opera singer, mother of Daniel, 
Princess Halm- Eberstein.     Feminist     critics, in particular, have focused on this 
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remarkable character. Although she ends defeated and condemned by her 
son for betraying patriarchal tradition, she speaks with power of her right 
to attempt to fulfi ll her talents –  almost, one would think, as Marian Evans 
might have spoken of her own career.   

 The novel violates yet another aspect of Eliot’s realist program  . In 
 Middlemarch  constraints are imposed not by deliberate and active evil but, 
as in the case of Lydgate, by “small solicitations of circumstance, which 
is a commoner history of perdition than any single momentous bargain” 
(79:640).   In  Daniel Deronda , however, there is in addition to one deter-
minedly professional woman, one unequivocally evil man, even if imagined 
with brilliant psychological specifi city. Grandcourt is the exceptional 
villain in George Eliot, utterly different from Arthur Donnithorne, or even 
Tito Melema, whose paths to perdition are paved with good intention. 
Grandcourt’s evil is intrinsic, an unredeemable assertion of personal power.   

 Realism is a leitmotif of Eliot’s fi ction writing career. In her hands it 
was both a continuation of the acts of (perhaps involuntary) rebellion that 
marked the life of Marian Evans, and a means back to that lost   respectability  , 
that accommodation with a world that had rejected her, which she sought 
from the time she eloped with   Lewes  . Her art everywhere participated in the 
ambivalent directions of realism itself –  determined to get at the   truth  , deeply 
sensitive to its inaccessibility and the ways in which everyone, the best and 
the worst, distorts it for personal interest;   reformist   and deeply critical of 
the structures of society, conservative about politics and   feminism  ; daringly 
exploratory –    she called her novels “experiments in life”   –  and resistant to 
change  .     Her novels open new directions in English narrative:   psychologic-
ally, she richly anticipates the Freudian understanding of the power of the 
irrational to determine human behavior  ;  11   she, more than any novelist before 
  James  , understood and explored the problems of   perspective, of “point of 
view”;   for better or worse, and we take it as for the better, she made the 
novel as a form something more than, or at least in addition to, popular 
entertainment, and in this respect anticipated the directions of   modernism  . 
She brought to bear on the novel extraordinary learning, from almost the 
whole range of nineteenth- century knowledge  –  German   philosophy   and 
  biblical   criticism and history, the new social science of anthropology, phys-
ical and particularly   biological       science    ,   positivism  ,   psychology  , philology, 
and the study of   language  . The equipment may at times have seemed heavy, 
but as a consequence of that enormous learning and philosophical acuity 
she almost never wrote a word that was not interesting, even when there are 
moments in the novels that seem to cry out for the fuller embodiment she 
was always, in principle, seeking. Like any great artist, she was constantly 
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at work exploring the limits of her own methods, seeking new and better 
ways to get it right.   

  Postscript 

 Since the publication of  The Cambridge Companion to George Eliot  in 2001, 
criticism of Eliot’s work has continued to thrive and to track developments 
in   literary criticism generally. Today’s George Eliot is far from the moral-
izing Victorian and nostalgic celebrator of a rural English past conjured 
by her late- nineteenth-  and early- twentieth- century critics.   Developing and 
changing critical traditions now recognize that the intellectualism of her 
work makes it a repository of the ideas, values, and self- conscious critiques 
of the period. Her commitment to realistic representation provides a 
glimpse of nineteenth- century social and material life culled from memories 
of her Midlands youth, supplemented by diligent research and enriched by 
her experience as a resident of London and traveler throughout the British 
Isles and Europe. Criticism has found her dense allusiveness and intertext-
uality extraordinarily modern. While popular culture becomes aware of the 
charms and power of  Middlemarch , Eliot’s works stand as though made for 
scholarly and critical interpretations. She is unlikely to experience the popu-
larity outside of the academy that   Jane Austen   and   Charles Dickens   enjoy. 

 Margaret Harris’s review of Eliot’s reputation in this volume lays out in 
detail some of the major recent developments.   But it is important here to get 
a sense of the range of interests that drive modern appreciation of Eliot’s 
extraordinarily rich work. The twenty- fi rst- century George Eliot emerges 
from approaches to her novels that build on the critical movements and 
methodologies of the twentieth century and also from attention to works 
that tended to be neglected in the past, including her journalism; poetry; 
short fi ction; and her last, generically anomalous book,    Impressions of 
Theophrastus Such   . 

 Like New Criticism,   deconstruction attended to valences of Eliot’s lan-
guage. Rather than unity, however, deconstructionists sought and found 
contradictions in her work, along with a virtually postmodern recognition 
of the socially constructed nature of chronology and time.   New Historicism 
rejuvenated interest in micro and macro contexts, deploying the Foucauldian 
notion of “discourse,” which has been particularly fruitful in the case of an 
author whose work engaged, as we have seen, so many now- discrete fi elds 
of inquiry. Close attention to language and to history –  now frequently and 
productively integrated  –  continues as the legacy of these late- twentieth- 
century methodologies. Postcolonial criticism has illuminated the pervasive 
presence –  and the critique –  of British   colonialism   and imperialism in her 
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fi ction and has expanded to include   cosmopolitanism   and transnationalism. 
    Feminist criticism     has broadened to include gender and sexuality studies. 
Recent trends have moved away from “suspicious” readings seeking to 
expose and condemn her alleged   political   conservatism.   

 The late novels of the 1870s,    Middlemarch    and    Daniel Deronda   , have 
received the most attention from literary scholars, who fi nd in these works 
seemingly inexhaustible material for exploring questions related to cultural 
identity, gender, sexuality, literary form generally, and realism particularly. There 
is also a steady stream of criticism relating to her earlier works with renewed 
interest in their status as regional literature and the importance of place. 

 Collections, companions, and introductions continue to appear. Amanda 
  Anderson   and Harry   Shaw’s   Blackwell  Companion to George Eliot  argues 
for fresh methodological approaches, emphasizing how Eliot’s work “speaks 
to contemporary intellectual questions.”  12   Other works focus on nineteenth- 
century contexts and reception history. Two journals devoted to her life and 
work, the    George Eliot Review    and    George Eliot– George Henry Lewes 
Studies ,   continue to publish discoveries and original interpretations. 

 No major revelations that might fundamentally change what we know 
about her life have come to light.   New biographical studies, however, have 
offered fresh angles on the relationship between her life and her art.   Kathleen 
McCormack   focuses on Eliot’s English travels and highlights the contempor-
aries who gravitated to her Sunday afternoons at the Priory. These friends 
and visitors have been the subjects of studies in their own right, especially 
  Edith Simcox  . Biographies by   Nancy Henry (2012) and   Philip Davis (2017) 
argue that the life and the writing are most productively read together.  13   
Davis seeks “to understand her life through her work because it was to her 
work that she transferred and dedicated her life.”    14   Henry proceeds from 
Eliot’s own observation that “the best history of a writer is contained in his 
writings” ( GEL , 7:230), and reconstructs the life through an interrogation 
of the entrenched narratives of past biographies.   The biographical trend, 
infl uenced by   Bodenheimer  , is toward a complexly integrated understanding 
of the life and the art, the woman and the artist.   

 “And what is a portrait of a woman?,” asks    Middlemarch ’s   Will Ladislaw 
(19:179). The portrait featured on the cover of this volume represents 
one new discovery. A  convincing case has been made on the grounds of 
likeness and historical context for its being a portrait Mary Ann Evans in 
the 1840s.  15   Further research is likely to reveal new information about her 
life during this period. 

 The chapters in this volume attempt to set out the major elements of her 
thought and art, the shape and the context of her career. While division of 
knowledge and thought into compartments  –  philosophy, science, religion, 
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politics, gender, and money  –  is artifi cial, we have seen that her rich and 
complicated mind forces such compartmentalization. One needs to know 
something of her journalism, of her poetry, of the way she connected with the 
politics of Victorian society, and even of the way in which she earned her keep. 

 In the end, readers will (and should) want to return to the works them-
selves. We have come a long way from literary condescension to a Victorian 
monument. This volume is aimed at making the resistant richness of Eliot’s 
art yet more clearly visible, to make her superb intelligence and imagination 
more accessible, and to provide a whole range of reasons to read and enjoy 
the novels as Eliot wanted to have them read and enjoyed.   
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